WHAT’S INCLUDED

• 13 Amp ALLSAW Power Tool
• Set of General Purpose Blades
• Set of Plunge Blades
• Set of Headjoint Blades
• Heavy Duty Dust Boot
• Standard Dust Boot
• 2 Sets of Blade Bolts
• Ian (Torque) Key
• Arbortech Carry Bag

GENERAL PURPOSE BLADES
Used for general cutting of bricks and mortar, or general masonry cutting. Also used for cutting tree roots or wood through dirt and sand.
Depth: 4 3/4” Width: 1/8”

PLUNGE BLADES
Used for general cutting of bricks and mortar. Ideal for single brick removal and toothing of brickwork.
Depth: 4 3/4” Width: 1/8”

SWITCHBOX BLADES
Ideal for single brick removal and toothing brick work. Also suited to cut small square holes.
Depth: 4 3/4” Width: 1/8”

HEADJOINT BLADES
Ideal for tuckpointing and mortar removal on vertical joints.
Depth: 3” Width: 1/8”

HERITAGE BLADES
Ideal for mortar removal on thin joints and heritage restoration.
Depth: 1 3/8” Width: 1/8”

XL GENERAL PURPOSE BLADES
Cut up to 6 3/4” deep.
Depth: 6 3/4” Width: 1/8”

HEAVY DUTY DUST BOOT
Collects most of the dust generated when connected to a vacuum. This keeps the workspace clean and reduces silica dust particles in the air.
CUT SQUARE, CUT DEEP AND CUT WITH PRECISION.

Engineered to significantly improve safety and efficiency when cutting brick walls, mortar and more. Ideal for Masonry Professionals, there are a number of blade options for specialized trade applications.

CUT SQUARE
The ALLSAW cuts square openings with no overcutting. Surrounding brickwork can remain untouched. No bolstering or stitch drilling is required and job completion times can be reduced.

CUT DEEP
The ALLSAW is the only handheld saw able to cut to a depth of 170mm.

CUT SAFE
The ALLSAW provides superior operator safety. The inherently safe cutting action prevents kickback and is easy to control.

PLUNGE CUT
Use the ALLSAW to cut directly into flush walls without stitch drilling.

CUT DRY / LOW DUST
This unique cutting technology creates very little fly dust protecting the operator and creating a cleaner work environment.

HIGH VISIBILITY AND PRECISION CUTTING
The forward facing blades allow clear visibility when cutting making the ALLSAW the ideal tool whenever accuracy and precision is required.

NEW powerful heavy duty motor
1400 Watts (13 Amps) of power for improved cutting performance and longer brush life.

NEW heavy duty triple V belt
improves power transmission allowing for a longer lifetime and faster cuts.

NEW Heavy Duty Dust Boot
will help you control harmful silica dust and minimize clean up of your work site.

Interchangeable blades
enable precise deep cutting for a wide range of tasks.

Vibration reduction handle
will increase comfort, control and see you working for longer.

Ergonomic handle
with trigger lock on switch